UNDERGRADUATE
TRAINEESHIP

MERE END
TEKNIK

The last six months of training, the bachelor
semester, is comprised of two study units,
each of which constitutes half of the semester: undergraduate traineeship and Bachelor Project. Both study units are generally
carried out in collaboration with a public or
private company.

The Traineeship
The traineeship can be undertaken in any type of business that is relevant to the Marine
and Technical Engineering profession. The student must develop his ability at working in
a development orientated and problem solving manner with tasks that are relevant to the
profession of a Marine and Technical Engineer. The trainee can be assigned to tasks involving
all elements from across the Marine and Technical Engineering Programme; practical as well
as theoretical.The tasks can for example include operation and maintenance of all types
of plant and machinery, as well as optimization of processes in all types of technical installations. The student can also be assigned to design tasks, management and planning etc.,
with special emphasis on optimization, operation, safety and environment. The undergraduate traineeship must include at least 50 full working days.
Bachelor Project
As part of the Bachelor Project, the student learns to take a development orientated approach to planning and implementation of a project. The project must address an issue that is
central to the Marine and Technical Engineering profession. The Bachelor Project can for
example include the analysis of the operation and maintenance of plant, machinery and
processes, with suggestions for optimization in regards to energy, safety and environment.

Agreements and Finance
The traineeship can be completed in public and private companies on shore, at sea on merchant ships or abroad. The
company and/or the vessel must be approved for traineeship by the school. Traineeship at sea should, in order to be
counted as sailing time for the obtaining of a Certificate of Competency, be undertaken on vessels with a propulsion
power of over 750 kW and under the guidance of an engineering officer.
When the school has approved a company for traineeship, an agreement is established between the student and
company. The agreement details what tasks the student will undertake during his trainee period. In forming the agreement, it is understood that the nature of the work the student is to perform, is relevant to the Marine and Technical
Engineering Programme. The work can consist of both development orientated tasks as well as tasks of a more
routine nature, and the student would participate in the company’s general and everyday routines.
The company can in the contract include provisions of any confidentiality statements. The student is responsible for
compliance with confidentiality statements. It would be natural, but not a condition, to base the Bachelor Project on
an issue from the company.
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